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hastily introduced in India, might seriously jeopardise the
solution of such economic and social problems as were re-
quired for the benefit of the masses. It was asserted that
since the basic foundation of Indian civilization was totally
different from that of the West, Parliamentary democracy
would be a risky venture in the Indian Continent. The
opponents challenged the view that the White Paper was
the logical consequence of all the past constitutional reforms
granted to India ; and on the presumption that the Act of
1919 was the first step taken for educating India politically
on Parliamentary lines, they argued that the time had not
come for the advance proposed in the White Paper.
Thirdly, there was the inevitable risk of increasing the
cost of maintaining a Federal Government with its necessary
ramifications. The imposition of fresh taxation would
arouse widespread discontent, and what was more, the
Legislature might be forced to increase the customs tariffs,
which would affect British trade in India. The experience
of the comparatively new Federal Government of Australia
showed that it had not been possible to keep down the
growing cost of administration. The average State taxation
per head of the population was 145. id. in 1901-02 ; within
25 years it has gradually risen to £3 i8s. 3d.
They further pointed out that the British Indian dele-
gates were insistent in their demand for retrenchment in the
Army Budget, but it had already been cut down to a figure
which experts considered to be dangerously near the " safety
limit." The Provincial Budgets were in deficit or very near
" a bare subsistence level" ; and since provincial revenues
were inelastic, the only way of increasing the provincial
revenues was by surrender to provincial governments of some
of the central revenues. Besides, so their - argument ran,
the balancing of Budgets was not enough ; the expenditure
on the essential nation-building services must be increased.
Fourthly, the safeguards provided for in the Constitution
would be nugatory in practice and might lead to much
confusion. " Our present governmental policy," observed

